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Our objective was to investigate the longitudinal development
of incidence parameters of fetal body movements to define
normal reference ranges, to relate them to episodes of fetal heart
rate patterns A and B, and to determine the intrafetal consistency
for these parameters. Twenty-nine fetuses were studied longitu-
dinally from 24 wk of gestation. Fetal body movements and heart
rate were recorded at fortnightly intervals between 24 and 36 wk
of gestation and weekly from 36 wk of gestation. Data were
analyzed using multilevel analysis. Reference ranges were con-
structed for the percentage of observation time that movements
were present, the number of movement bursts per hour, the mean
burst duration, and the median onset–onset interval. The median
percentage incidence of fetal body movements decreased from
17% at 24 wk to about 7% near term. The developmental course
was the same during active episodes. Body movements also

decreased during episodes of relative quiescence, in the course of
pregnancy. Intrafetal variance was on average 40–80% of the
total range of the four movement parameters. Normal reference
ranges were developed for incidence parameters of fetal body
movements from 24 wk of gestation onward. The overall decline
in the incidence of movements during pregnancy appeared to be
a developmental phenomenon and not due to progressively in-
creasing episodes of fetal quiescence. Individual fetuses showed
a degree of consistency in the percentage incidence of body
movements, but intra- and interfetal variances were generally
high, resulting in wide ranges. (Pediatr Res 52: 568–575, 2002)

Abbreviations
FHR, fetal heart rate
FHRP, fetal heart rate pattern

The majority of neurodevelopmental disabilities have been
estimated to originate from prenatal factors (1). Both the
quantity and quality of fetal body movements have been
recognized as important indicators of fetal well being and of
the integrity of the CNS (2, 3). Studying fetal body movements
could therefore provide a key to elucidate the prenatal etiology
and pathogenesis of abnormal neuromotor development, which
might, eventually, facilitate early intervention and optimal
treatment before, during, and after birth. There is evidence that
the quality of fetal body movements is more likely an indicator

of brain integrity than the quantity of movements (4, 5).
However, before either of the two can be used as such in
clinical practice, the normal developmental course and its
possible sources of variation must be defined. This requires the
use of a prospective longitudinal study design (6). In the
present study, we focused on the developmental course of
various quantitative aspects of fetal body movements.

Several authors have reported on the incidence of fetal body
movements. However, because of the absence of a uniform
definition of a body movement, and differences in study design
(longitudinal or cross-sectional) and data analysis, the reported
mean/median values and ranges of normality differ greatly
among the various studies (7–16), as we have recently de-
scribed (17). Moreover, there is still some controversy regard-
ing whether the movement incidence does or does not decline
with advancing gestation. The emergence of episodes of fetal
quiescence in the course of the third trimester has been thought
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to explain the decrease in fetal body movements observed by
some authors (7, 10, 14) but not by others (8, 11, 13, 16, 18).
It may be postulated that the amount of movement during
active episodes remains constant over time, whereas the overall
incidence decreases due to the development of prolonged
episodes of fetal quiescence.

In recent studies of FHR and its variation, we found large
interindividual differences, but a remarkable consistency as to
the level and trend over time of these parameters within
individual fetuses (19, 20). De Vries et al. (7, 10, 14) found a
rather low tendency toward intrafetal consistency in fetal ac-
tivity in 12 low-risk fetuses. Other data addressing inter- and
intrafetal consistency are lacking. The aims of this study were
1) to investigate the longitudinal development of incidence
parameters of fetal body movements to define normal reference
ranges; 2) to assess these incidence parameters in relation to
episodes of FHRP A and B; and 3) to determine whether these
parameters show intrafetal consistency.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Twenty-nine women with a singleton pregnancy participated
in a longitudinal study of fetal behavioral development be-
tween 24 wk of gestation and term. Written informed consent
was obtained and the study was approved by the local ethical
committee. Data were collected between 1995 and 1997. Ges-
tational age was calculated from the first day of the last
menstrual period or from an ultrasound scan early in preg-
nancy. A routine ultrasound scan performed at 18–20 wk
detected no abnormalities in any of the fetuses. None of the
women were on any medication. Eleven women were nullip-
arous. All infants were delivered after 36 wk of gestation
without signs of fetal distress. Mean gestational age at birth
was 39 wk (range 36–41 wk) and mean birth weight was
3290 g (range 2665–4500 g). Birth weights were all above the
10th percentile for gestational age according to customized
growth charts (21). Sixteen baby girls and 13 baby boys were
healthy at birth. One of the baby girls was born with Peters’
anomaly, an opacity of the eye lenses that will impair her
vision (22). She was not excluded on the assumption that this
isolated abnormality does not affect fetal behavioral develop-
ment. Separate analysis of her data showed that all values were
within the normal ranges. Neurologic examinations carried out
by a pediatrician in the first week after birth and at 3 mo of age
revealed no abnormalities in any of the infants other than the
eye abnormality.

For an adequate assessment of fetal motility, sufficiently
long observations are necessary. Ultrasound observations of
fetal body movements were made for 60 min at biweekly
intervals between 24 and 36 wk of gestation and for 120 min
weekly from 36 wk until delivery, to account for prolonged
periods of fetal quiescence with the development of fetal
behavioral states. We felt it was safe to perform this study, as
previous studies could not show adverse fetal outcome or
long-term effects associated with the use of diagnostic ultra-
sound during pregnancy (23–26). This is in accordance with
statements by the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medi-
cine Bioeffects Committee (AIUM) and the European Federa-

tion of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology
(EFSUMB) (27–30). Furthermore, a study of the AIUM in
1976 did not show any significant effects in mammalian tissues
exposed to intensities below 100 mW/cm2 (27). For ultrasonic
exposure times between 1 and 500 s, no hazardous or harmful
side effects could be found even when the product of intensity
and exposure time was 50 J/cm2. Comparable to de Vries et al.
(31), we calculated that, although the exposure time exceeded
500 s, the product of intensity and exposure time would not
exceed 2.9 J/cm2 (assuming a spatial peak temporal average of
0.2 mW/cm2) in our recordings with two transducers for 1 or
2 h.

All recordings were carried out in the Leicester General
Hospital, in a quiet separate room, between 0900 and 1900 h.
They were standardized for the time of the day in each woman
and the women did not smoke or eat for at least 1 h before the
recording. The women lay in a semi-recumbent position. Each
fetus was visualized in a parasagittal plane using a real-time
linear array ultrasound scanner (model SSD 650, Aloka Co.,
Tokyo, Japan; probe 3.5 MHz curvilinear) and was scored by
the same observer throughout the study period to reduce
interobserver effects. Before data collection, intra- and inter-
observer agreement was assessed. Based on 10 h of observa-
tion, the weighed kappa coefficient was 0.90–0.92 and 0.88,
respectively (32, 33). With the transducer in this position, most
of the fetal head, trunk, part of the abdomen, and one or more
limbs could be viewed. Fetal body movements comprise a
complex variable pattern, involving movements of the body,
limbs, and head in a random order, as can also be observed in
the neonate (34). This motor pattern has also been referred to
as fetal general movements, trunk movements, or rolling and
stretching (8, 10–15). Clearly distinctive movement patterns as
hiccups, breathing, eye, and isolated head or limb movements
were excluded. Startles and stretches may have been included.
However, beyond 24 wk they occur occasionally and their
number and percentage incidence constitute no substantial
contribution to the total number and percentage incidence (14,
31). All fetal body movements, including shorter lasting bursts
(�2 s), were marked online on an event recorder (model
Uniscript UD210, Picker Schwarzer, Munich, Germany; paper
speed 1 mm/s), using hand-held push buttons. The button was
pressed for as long as the movement was observed. The
information was fed simultaneously into a personal computer
running a program specially designed for fetal behavioral data
acquisition and analysis (Poly version 5.0; Inspektor Research
Systems, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Movements that oc-
curred within 1 s apart were considered as a single burst of
movement. For each recording, the number of bursts per hour,
the percentage of observation time that movements were
present for, the mean burst duration, and the median onset–
onset interval were calculated.

Multilevel analysis was performed with the software pro-
gram Mln (Multilevel model project, London, U.K.) to con-
struct nomograms (medians and the 2.5th and 97.5th centiles)
for the above-mentioned movement parameters. Multilevel
analysis allows for dependency of measurements in hierarchi-
cally structured data, whereas traditional regression analysis
presupposes the independence of observations (35). Another
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Figure 1. Nomograms of the four incidence parameters of fetal body movements. Presented are the median (solid line), 2.5th and 97.5th centiles (dashed lines),
and individually measured values in relation to gestational age for (a) the percentage of time spent making body movements, (b) the number of body movements
per hour (c) and their mean duration, and (d) the median onset–onset interval.

Table 1. Equations for the lines of 10log(percentage), 10log(number), duration and 10log(interval) with gestation, including interfetal and
intrafetal variances

Parameter

10log(percentage)
estimate SE

10 log(number)
estimate SE

Duration
estimate SE

10log(interval)
estimate SE

Fixed
Constant (b) 1.235 0.03866 2.283 0.01717 3.033 0.1489 0.9485 0.01541
a1 �0.04376 0.008764 �0.03074 0.002294 0.03846 0.01568 0.02493 0.005097
a2 0.001164 0.0005132 �0.0007006 0.000346

Random
Level 2

(Interfetal variance)
Constant (c) 0.01664 0.007907 0.004013 0.002369 0.2884 0.1718 0.00283 0.001594
c1 �0.0004888 0.0006105 �0.00004349 0.0002384 �0.01138 0.0148 �0.0001321 0.0001826
c2 0.0001213 0.00006931 0.00007672 0.00004002 0.003869 0.001849 0.00006561 0.0000332

Level 1
(Intrafetal variance)
Constant (d) 0.02505 0.002625 0.00504 0.002021 0.7868 0.1403 0.00195 0.001296
d1 0.0007176 0.0001598 �0.01448 0.005951 0.0008704 0.0001381

All equations must be read as y � b � a1(WGA-24) � a2(WGA-24)2. The equation for the interfetal variance is y � c � 2c1 (WGA-24) � c2 (WGA-24)2.
The equation for the intrafetal variance is y � d � 2d1 (WGA-24). SE, standard error; WGA, weeks gestational age.
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advantage of this technique is that it can deal with any pattern
and frequency of measurement. Repeated measures are an
example of a two-level hierarchy, with measurement repeti-
tions as level 1 units and subjects as level 2 units. The Mln
program calculates a fixed part (intercept and regression coef-
ficient) and a random part (intra- and interfetal variance).
Further explanatory variables can be included in the analysis at
the measurement level and the subject level. Different models
are compared with a maximum likelihood procedure. The
difference in likelihood can be tested for significance.

In our study, the recordings made at different gestational
ages in the same fetus represented the level 1 units and the
different fetuses the level 2 units. So, the random parts at level
1 and level 2 were intrafetal and interfetal variance, respec-
tively. All movement parameters were tested for the possible
influence of time of the day at which the recording took place
on the intercept of the model and for parity on the intercept and
regression coefficient. For gestational age, both linear and
quadratic contributions to the model were tested. To obtain
normally distributed data, logarithmic transformation was per-
formed for the percentage and number of movements and the
median onset–onset interval. The best fitting model was cho-

sen for each of the four movement parameters to calculate the
95% confidence interval for each fetus. Regression lines were
drawn for each fetus to investigate the individual relationship
between a particular parameter and gestational age.

Fetal behavioral states develop during pregnancy and are
almost always present from 36 wk of gestation onward (36).
They are identified by the coincidence of specific combinations
of FHRP with presence or absence of body movements and eye
movements (36). Linkage of pairs of state variables can already
be found at 30–32 wk of gestation before true states can be
identified (36–40). Because we studied pregnancies from 24
wk gestation onward and as we did not include eye move-
ments, the state concept was not applicable. Previous studies
have shown an association between rest activity cycles and
FHRP from 28 wk onward (41, 42). We chose to use the FHRP
A and B as indicators of periods of fetal rest and activity,
respectively.

FHR was monitored with a cardiotocograph (Hewlett Pack-
ard 8040A, Böblingen, Germany). FHR tracings were visually
classified into episodes of FHRP A, B, C, or D, using pre-
defined criteria (36, 43). FHRP A is a stable heart rate, with a
narrow oscillation bandwidth. Isolated accelerations occur that

Figure 2. Incidence of fetal body movements during episodes of FHRP A and B in relation to gestational age. The percentage incidence of body movements
(a) and the number of movements per hour (b) during episodes of FHRP B are presented by nomograms (medians and 2.5th and 97.5th centiles) and individually
measured values. For episodes of FHRP A, these incidence parameters are shown for individual fetuses with five or more recordings during the study period (n
� 19) in (c) and (d). (See text for explanation of differential data presentation.)
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are strictly related to body movements. FHRP B has a wider
oscillation bandwidth with frequent accelerations during move-
ments. FHRP C is stable, with a wider oscillation bandwidth
than pattern A and there are no accelerations. FHRP D is
unstable, with large and long-lasting accelerations, which are
frequently fused into a sustained tachycardia. The percentage
incidence and the number of movements per hour during
episodes of FHRP B were analyzed by multilevel analysis.
Episodes of FHRP A were scarce, especially before 32 wk.
After 32 wk, there were no movements at all during episodes
of FHRP A in a number of recordings. Multilevel analysis was
not feasible for these two reasons. Instead, individual curves
were constructed for fetuses with five or more recordings
containing FHRP A episodes.

RESULTS

Reference ranges of movement parameters. A total of 238
recordings was obtained and each woman contributed an av-
erage of eight recordings (range 4–11). The time of day of
recording and parity had no significant effect on any of the
movement parameters.

For the percentage incidence of body movements and the
onset– onset intervals, the goodness of fit improved signif-
icantly by adding a quadratic component of gestational age
to the models. The equations of all models are given
in Table 1. The nomograms with median values and refer-
ence ranges (2.5th and 97.5th centiles) are presented in
Figure 1, a– d.

The median percentage of fetal body movements de-
creased curvilinearly from 17% at 24 wk to about 7% near
term (Fig. 1a). The upper limit (97.5th centile) was high due
to some outliers, but the lower limit (2.5th centile) hardly
changed after 30 wk (2.5– 4.0%). The median number of
fetal movement bursts per hour declined from 192 to 57
between 24 and 41 wk (Fig. 1b), whereas the mean duration
of fetal body movements per recording remained fairly
stable (3– 4 s) in this period (Fig. 1c). An almost linear
increase was found for the median onset– onset interval per
recording, which changed from 9 s at 24 wk to 15 s at 41 wk;
the interfetal variability increased progressively with ad-
vancing gestational age, but the lower limit remained near
5– 6 s (Fig. 1d).

Figure 3. Regression lines for each of the 29 fetuses, as calculated by multilevel analysis, for the percentage of body movements (a), the number of body
movements per hour (b) and their mean duration (c), and median onset–onset interval (d)
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Fetal movement incidence in relation to FHRP A and B. A
total of 237 recordings was available for analysis of fetal
movement incidence in relation to FHRP.

Episodes of FHRP B were present in all of the 237 record-
ings. During these episodes, the percentage incidence and
number of movements per hour were somewhat raised as
compared with the results for total recording length, especially
after 32 wk of gestation (Fig. 2, a and b), but the decreasing
trends with advancing gestational age were similar to those
seen in the overall nomograms (Fig. 1, a and b). Burst duration
and the onset–onset interval of movements remained un-
changed during FHRP B episodes.

Episodes of FHRP A were present in 148 out of 237
recordings, and the majority (n � 110) were seen after 32 wk.
The median duration of episodes of FHRP A increased from
14.5 min (range 4.5–32.5 min) at 32–34 wk to 36.0 min (range
14.5–60.0 min) at 38–40 wk. Those fetuses who had five or

more recordings with a FHRP A episode (n � 19) showed a
decreasing trend over time for the percentage incidence and the
number of movements per hour, with hardly any movements
during FHRP A near term (Fig. 2, c and d).

Intrafetal consistency. Individual regression lines generally
showed the same trend throughout gestation for each of the
movement parameters (Fig. 3, a–d). For instance, fetuses who
moved during a relatively large or small percentage of time did
so consistently throughout pregnancy (Fig. 3a), as is shown for
two individual fetuses in Figure 4. These data suggest a rather
homogeneous trend and level for each fetus, with intrafetal
consistency and large interfetal differences with regard to the
individually measured values. To quantify intrafetal consis-
tency, we determined intrafetal (level 1) variance as the pro-
portion of total variability, i.e. the sum of the inter- and
intrafetal variances (Table 2). The proportion of the total range
“used” by individual fetuses was considerable among the four
movement parameters and ranged between 40% and 80% (Fig.
5). For the overall percentage incidence of body movements,
the total range used was on average 56% (range 41–63%) and
54% (range 37–62%) for the percentage incidence during
FHRP B. Interestingly, intrafetal consistency improved with
advancing gestational age, except for the onset–onset intervals.

DISCUSSION

In contrast to previous studies (7–15, 18), we analyzed our
longitudinally obtained fetal movement data in uncomplicated
pregnancies using multilevel analysis. This technique has sev-
eral advantages and is to be preferred compared with other
methods of repeated measures analysis. It takes into account
the dependency of measurements in the same fetus and the
possible effect of confounding factors and it can deal with
various frequencies of recording (35). Moreover, it allows for
the identification of trends over time in individual fetuses and
for assessment of intrafetal consistency. We developed normal
reference ranges from 24 wk of gestation onward for the
percentage of time spent making body movements, the number
of movements per hour, their duration, and onset–onset inter-

Figure 4. Regression lines of the percentage of body movements and 90%
confidence interval of two fetuses with their individually measured values. The
fetus represented by the solid line and the dots moved consistently less than the
fetus represented by the dashed line and the open squares.

Table 2. Equations for the lines during fetal heart rate pattern B of 10log(percentage) and 10log(number) with gestation, including
interfetal and intrafetal variance

Parameter

10log(percentage)
estimate SE

10log(number)
estimate SE

Fixed
Constant (b) 1.222 0.04163 2.273 0.02135
a1 �0.03579 0.008767 �0.0235 0.002763
a2 0.001141 0.0004999
Random

Level 2
(Interfetal variance)
Constant (c) 0.02478 0.009872 0.00758 0.003535
c1 �0.0001564 0.0008592 �0.0006213 0.0003863
c2 0.0002349 0.00009784 0.0001414 0.00005776
Level 1
(Intrafetal variance)
Constant (d) 0.0232 0.002438 0.007518 0.00243
d1 0.0004509 0.000159

All equations must be read as y � b � a1(WGA-24) � a2(WGA-24)2. The equation for the interfetal variance is y � c � 2c1(WGA-24) � c2(WGA-24)2.
The equation for the intrafetal variance is y � d � 2d1(WGA-24). SE, standard error; WGA, weeks gestational age.
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val (Fig. 1, a–d). The relatively stable duration of bursts of
body movements throughout pregnancy combined with in-
creasing duration of the intervals between successive bursts
(onset–onset intervals) resulted in a decrease in the number of
movements per hour. The concomitant decline of the percent-
age incidence of fetal body movements we found is in agree-
ment with a number of previous studies (7, 10, 14), although
the reported values were either lower (7, 10) or higher (14)
than the values we found. This difference in absolute values is
probably due to differences in methodology, as described
elsewhere (17).

In the present study, we found a gradual prolongation of
episodes of fetal quiescence, as indicated by FHRP A. The median
duration of FHRP A episodes increased from 14.5 min at 32–34
wk to 36.0 min at term, and a dramatic decline in fetal movements
was seen during these episodes. These data are in line with those
of others who investigated the gradual development of behavioral
states during pregnancy (36, 38, 44–46). However, the emer-
gence of states and thus the emergence of longer episodes of fetal
quiescence could not be held responsible for the overall decrease
in fetal body movements, as the amount of movement during
active episodes did not remain constant over time. Conversely, the
developmental course for the four movement parameters during
episodes of fetal activity, as indicated by FHRP B (Fig. 2, a and
b), appeared to be the same as those obtained for the total
recording time. This demonstrates that the overall decline in
movement incidence during pregnancy is a developmental phe-
nomenon due to a change in movement parameters during FHRP
B and to a lesser extent to the emergence of progressively
increasing episodes of fetal quiescence (FHRP A) and to the
gradual disappearance of fetal movements therein.

In preterm born infants (�30 wk of gestation), quiet sleep
episodes can be recognized after birth from about 32 wk of
conceptional age onward (47). Body movements may occur
frequently during these episodes before 34–36 wk, but are

usually absent thereafter. In human fetuses, quiet episodes have
also been observed at 30–32 wk with quite frequent interrup-
tions of fetal quiescence by movements (38). A developmental
trend of decreasing movement during FHRP A was also found
for the fetuses in the present study. However, in some record-
ings there were still movement bursts present during quiet
episodes at term age, which may be a sign of neurologic
immaturity.

Low-risk preterm infants (born before 37 wk of gestation)
also show decreased body movements with advancing age after
birth, especially between 36 and 40 wk conceptional age as
described by Prechtl et al. (48). They concluded that because
this reduction occurred in both fetuses and preterm infants,
intrauterine spatial constriction cannot be responsible. Instead,
this phenomenon is more likely due to the development of
inhibitory neural mechanisms.

The variance at levels 1 and 2, as calculated by multilevel
analysis, are measures of intra- and interfetal consistency,
respectively. The movement parameters appeared to be rela-
tively consistent from 24 wk onward within the individual fetus
(Fig. 3, a–d, and Fig. 4), with their range of spread being much
lower than the overall range. On average, however, the intrafe-
tal variance took up 40–80% of the total variance. The intrafe-
tal variance for the percentage of fetal body movements took
up 56% of the total variance (range 41–63%). This relatively
poor intrafetal consistency is in agreement with the 50%
described by de Vries et al. (7) for the intrafetal variation in the
percentage incidence of fetal movements. It also agrees with
the large intraindividual variation in motor scores found in a
longitudinal study of normally developing full-term infants
(49). A greater intrafetal consistency has been suggested for
fetal heart rate parameters (15, 50) and fetal behavioral state
organization (51). In a previous study, concerning the same
fetuses as presented in this study, we found that the intrafetal
variance for fetal heart rate parameters only took up 19–55%
of the total range of variance (19).

The present study showed that large differences existed
between the fetuses. The reason for the high intra- and inter-
fetal variation is not clear at present, but could not be attributed
to differences in recording time during daytime. In the litera-
ture, however, diurnal rhythms have been found to influence
fetal activity (8, 12, 52, 53). This seeming discrepancy could be
explained by the fact that we standardized for the time of
recording within each fetus and that all recordings were per-
formed during daytime, whereas fetuses have been described to
be most active between 2100 and 0100 h (8, 52). A possible
effect of ultradian rhythms was unlikely as the intrafetal vari-
ance was still 56% (range 37–62%) for the percentage inci-
dence of movements during FHRP B.

Due to the high intrafetal variability, clinical decisions
should not be based on the sole finding of a decrease in the
quantity of fetal movements, but rather on a deviation from the
individual course in serial measurements, as is done for fetal
growth. When body movements decrease below the lower
range of normality, however, this should be considered a
warning and further investigations to assess fetal well being
should be undertaken.

Figure 5. Intrafetal consistency with gestation presented as the ratio between
intrafetal variance (level 1) and the total variability (sum of the intra- and
interfetal variabilities) for 1) the median onset–onset interval; 2) the number of
body movements per hour; 3) the percentage of body movements; and 4) the
mean duration of body movements.
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